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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

Quick and Simple
SORT Tips: Part I

Whether your site uses DFSORT,
SyncSort, or some other sorting utility,

this month’s column should be of some
value to you. As a database administrator, I
constantly rely on the sort utility to help me
manipulate, move and massage data files
and databases. There are so many things on
a computer that depend upon a known,
verifiable sequence of data. By investing
just a bit of time in understanding the basic
sorting process, you can realize huge per-
formance and productivity gains.

DYNAMIC SORT WORK SPACE

I once read a document prepared by
Syncsort technicians that proved how a
large data center could reduce CPU and
DASD overhead substantially by simply
using the DYNALLOC feature for
SORTWK files. The big savings resulted
from the elimination of all the overhead of
unnecessary file allocations. Programmers
at this site routinely “guesstimated” how
much work space a sort required and fre-
quently had as many as 25 SORTWK DD
statements hard-coded in the JCL, each
with a big chunk of DASD allocated.

By allowing the sort utility to dynamically
determine how much work space is
required, the “hard-coded” allocation over-
head is eliminated. When SORTWKs are
hard-coded, all that space is going to be
allocated and reserved even if it is never
used. Ouch!

Your goal should be to eliminate all hard-
coded SORTWK statements. Steps that
have PGM=SORT (or whatever PGM name
invokes the sort utility) are pervasive in all
production JCL/PROC libraries. Ideally,
you can accomplish the changeover to
DYNALLOC by tailoring the site-specific
default table (ICEAMx for DFSORT).

This is the first sort tip: Eliminate hard-
coded SORTWK statements. Change them
to DYNALLOC and save yourself tons of
unnecessary overhead.

SHAVING BATCH WINDOWS

A few years ago, I was working at a site
that was frantically trying to cut elapsed
time off their overnight “batch window.”
When wall time reduction is the mission,
I usually look for the critical path type of
jobs — jobs that are positioned at a cru-
cial juncture in the schedule and have
many jobs dependent on them. I am look-
ing for the 70-yard bomb, not the measly
one-yard gain!

I found two less than ideal jobs that,
when corrected, provided an immediate
large reduction in wall time with almost no
programming changes. Both corrections
involved the sort utility.

FIRST PROBLEM: SORT VS.
MERGE

The first job that was hanging up an
entire leg of the schedule was simple to
correct. All I had to do was add one step
and change the processing of another
PGM=SORT step from a sort to a merge.
The situation was as follows:

● The multi-step job produced a fairly
small (less than 50 cylinders) DASD
file of daily transactions. This file was
the final product of the job stream.

● The long elapsed time was occurring in
the last step in the job. This is where
the problem was. This final step
performed an “inception-to-date”
aggregation of data. That is, a large,
multi-reel cartridge file containing

millions of transactions was concatenated
to the small daily disk file by way of
a sort! This massive sort was the big
time waster.

To correct this, I added a small sort step
just before the last step. The new step sort-
ed the small DASD file into the correct
key sequence. Then, I changed the SYSIN
control cards for the massive sort step to
convert it to a merge. Elapsed time
dropped by 98 percent and the final result
was exactly the same.

This is the next tip: If you can use the
MERGE function instead of the SORT
function, by all means use it. MERGE
requires no sort work space. Caution: Both
files being merged must already be sorted
into the exact same sequence. The situation
that I just described is the perfect opportu-
nity to use a MERGE.

Think about it: This site was sorting the
same records over and over again, every
single day. Why sort the big file with the
small file just to combine the two? Instead,
sort the small file into key sequence and
merge it into the big file.

THE SECOND PROBLEM: A
SIMPLE COPY

The other job that was clogging up the
pipe was a simple one-step job that
invoked IDCAMS to copy datasets. The
datasets were actually databases and the
copy was being done to back up these
databases. When I inquired as to why
IDCAMS was being used to perform a
simple copy, the answer I received was
that it was the only utility that could do a
“logical” copy of datasets.

To be fair, this was a stereotypical “legacy”
system. That is, it was implemented long
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ago, before DFSMS and other, more effi-
cient copying utilities existed. I will loosely
define a logical copy as one that:

● can copy multiple files in one
execution (step)

● can copy files either by their cataloged
name(s) or some wildcard scheme

● requires no hard-coded DD names in
the JCL for the files it is copying

● is told which files to copy by way
of control cards, usually at DD
name SYSIN

● and most important: could care less
about “physical” things like VOL=SER
residence or LRECL/BLKSIZE

Time and space do not allow me to fully
explain how I corrected the “IDCAMS” sit-
uation. Basically, I used the SORT
FIELDS=COPY feature of the sort utility to
replace IDCAMS and gain a 90 percent
reduction in wall time. This is the next tip.

Sort utilities are extremely I/O efficient.
They have finely honed EXCP (Execute
Channel Program, or custom I/O) routines
included as part of their logic. They are
capable of reading blocks (actually, entire
cylinders) that are much larger than the
32KB maximum that standard access
methods allow. To exploit this power on a
simple copy operation, the SORT
FIELDS=COPY parameter is used. This
parameter does not really sort anything.
Instead, it simply copies the data from
SORTIN to SORTOUT.

SORT - DBA SWISS ARMY KNIFE

As a DBA, I would have a hard time
doing my job if someone took the sort utility
away from me. I cannot tell you how many
times I have found new and powerful uses
for the sort utility in the course of my day-to-
day work. Here’s a good one.

THE UNIQUE KEY INDEX CREATE

In the world of databases, administrators
frequently need to add a new index structure
to an existing table. Depending upon the
application (and the database), the key
values for the proposed index might have to
be unique. That is, there cannot be even a
single duplicate value already present in the
database table. When a development team
requests a new index on an existing column
and the requirement is for unique keys, my

first question is always: “Are there any
duplicates currently in the database?”

If I were to run a CREATE INDEX for an
index that mandated unique keys, and dupli-
cates in fact existed, the index create would
fail. I need to know with absolute certainty
that no duplicate column occurrences exist
before even attempting the index build.
Using the sort utility, here is how I do this:

● Using SQL or some other generic
extract program, I download all potential
index keys from the current database
into a flat file. All I need is the candidate
key column(s), not all of the other data
in the row. As an example, suppose that
the total length of this candidate key
data was 16 bytes. Then my flat file
would have LRECL=16.

● This “keys-only” file is then input into
a simple sort at DD name SORTIN.
SORTOUT is dummied out. I really do
not need the output file, as you will see.

Figure 1 shows the sort parameters that
are used.

Once the sort has finished, I compare the
count of records read vs. the count of
records written. If they are exactly the same,
there are no duplicates. If the count of out-
put records is less than the input count,
duplicates exist. These counts are all I am
interested in, not the SORTOUT data.

What could be simpler? The SUM para-
meter is a powerful feature of commercial
sorting utilities. It allows you to manipulate
and consolidate any data as if it were a key. As
I will demonstrate in Part II, many of the other
sort parameters (e.g., INREC, OUTREC,
INCLUDE) combine quite nicely with the
SUM parameter to provide nearly effortless
data manipulation.

CONCLUSION

What if I found out that there were dupli-
cates contained within the data? How could
I find out which keys were duplicated? If I
sorted 500,000 potential keys in and the
SORT/SUM showed 499,500 records out, I
would know that I had 500 duplicate values.

But which ones are they? Is it a single
value duplicated 500 times? Or is it 250
values, each duplicated twice? Good ques-
tions, because the database will have to be
“massaged” to ensure that these duplicated
values are unique before I can build the
index. In reality, there is usually a mess of
unpredictable duplication.

Stay tuned next month for more power-
packed sorting tips. And here’s the good
part: You will not have to write a single line
of code!
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This example uses an ascending sequence but descending would work just as well. When NONE is used in conjunction
with SUM, duplicates are eliminated.

SORT FIELDS=(1,16,A),FORMAT=BI,EQUALS
SUM FIELDS=NONE

FIGURE 1: SORT SYNTAX TO CHECK FOR DUPLICATES 


